**Me (Moth)** by Amber McBride
Moth, who lost her family in an accident, and Sani, who is battling ongoing depression, take a road trip that has them chasing ghosts and searching for ancestors, which helps them move forward in surprising and unforgettable ways.

**XOXO** by Axie Oh
Jenny's never had much time for boys, K-pop, or really anything besides her dream of being a professional cellist. But when she finds herself falling for a K-pop idol, she has to decide whether their love is worth the risk.

**I Must Betray You** by Ruta Sepetys
Cristian Florescu is blackmailed by the secret police to become an informer, but tries to outwit his handler, undermine the regime, give voice to fellow Romanians, and expose to the world what is happening in his country.

**Amelia Unabridged** by Ashley Schumacher
Amelia and Jenna get the opportunity to attend a book festival. When Jenna meets the author and Amelia doesn't, the two have a fight. Before Amelia can mend things, Jenna is killed in a freak car accident. Grief-stricken, and without her best friend, Amelia questions everything.

**If Tomorrow Doesn’t Come** by Jen St. Jude
Nineteen-year-old Avery plans to end her life but changes her mind when she learns an asteroid is heading towards Earth, and with nine days left to live, long held secrets begin to come out and Avery finally begins to heal.

**Chaos Theory** by Nic Stone
A gripping romance about two teens: a certified genius living with a diagnosed mental disorder and a politician's son who is running from his own addiction and grief.

**All My Rage** by Sabaa Tahir
When his attempts to save his family’s motel spiral out of control, Salahudin and his best friend Noor, two outcasts in their town, must decide what their friendship is worth and how they can defeat the monsters of their past and in their midst.

**Nothing Sung and Nothing Spoken** by Nita Tyndall
In World War II Berlin, under the shadow of the Nazi regime, a group of German girls become involved in the Swing Youth resistance movement.
After discovering the body of fourteen-year-old Jawad Ali in Jackson Park, seventeen-year-old journalism student Safiya Mirza begins investigating his murder and ends up confronting white supremacy in her own high school.

**The Heartbreak Bakery**
by A.R. Capetta

Syd sends ripples of heartbreak through Austin's queer community when a batch of post-being-dumped brownies turns out to be magical and makes everyone who eats them break up.

**Forget Me Not**
by Alyson Derrick

What would you do if you forgot the love of your life ever existed? Stevie has a terrible fall and can’t remember the last two years, not even Nora. Can the two find their way back together when “together” itself is just a lost memory?

**Some Other Now**
by Sarah Everett

Jessi is caught between two brothers as the three navigate family, loss, and love over the course of her seventeenth and eighteenth summers.

**We Are Inevitable**
by Gayle Foreman

After losing his brother, mom, and most of his friends, Aaron is left with his shambolic father alone in their moldering secondhand bookstore, but just when he considers selling the store he meets new people and takes on new challenges, helping him come to terms with what he has lost and who he wants to be.

**As Long as the Lemon Trees Grow**
by Zoulfa Katouh

Salama Kassab, a pharmacy student volunteering at the hospital in Homs, is desperate to find passage on a refugee boat for herself and her pregnant best friend, but she must learn to see the events around her for what they are: not a war, but a revolution.

**An Appetite For Miracles**
by Laekan Zea Kemp

With the help of her cousin and their friends, Danna scours the city, searching for her grandfather's favorite foods and hoping the remembered flavors will bring back his memories.

**All That’s Left In The World**
by Erik J. Brown

Putting their trust in one another, Andrew and Jamie search for civilization in a world ravaged by a deadly pathogen, but their secrets could cost them everything as they try to find the courage to fight for the future, together.

**All That’s Left to Say**
by Emery Lord

Reeling from the death of her cousin, Hannah concocts a risky plan to enroll in her cousin's elite private school and find who gave her the lethal pills, but the deeper Hannah goes the more she risks losing everything.

**Tweet Cute**
by Emma Lord

Fast food, deli, and a grilled cheese recipe. All's fair in love and cheese. That is, until Pepper and Jack's spat turns into a viral Twitter war. While they're publicly duking it out they're also falling for each other in real life on a chat app Jack built.

**No Filter and Other Lies**
by Crystal Maldonado

Seventeen-year-old Kat Sanchez uses photos of a friend to create a fake Instagram account, but when one of her posts goes viral and exposes Kat's duplicity, her entire world, both real and pretend, comes crashing down around her.